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Learning podcasts
DailyFrenchPod - Easy French Podcasts

On this site you can nd French podcasts about different topics that will help you
learn the French language. The podcasts feature slowly-spoken French and language
explanations, which is especially good for beginners. You can nd numerous older
podcasts in the archive.

Native French Speech - Practise French Regularly

Native French Speech produces French podcasts about a variety of different topics,
including some speci cally about learning French. You can download the podcasts
for free, but access to the accompanying transcript must be paid for.

Podcast Français Facile - Many Different Topics

This learning website has a large assortment of podcasts for learning French. Choose
which category you would like to improve, then nd and listen to the podcast.
Transcript and exercises are included.

French Etc - Diverse Topics

French Etc publishes new podcasts between every day and every week. The topics
range from "Word of the Day" to lessons and dictation exercises. To view the podcast,
click on "Podcasts" in the navigation bar at the top.

Podcasts
BFM TV - News and Reports

This news magazine contains a huge selection of podcasts with reports and
commentary on current topics. The individual podcasts can also be downloaded to
listen of ine.

RFI - Current News Broadcasts

On this site you can nd audio les of the newest news broadcasts from RFI. Slow and
clear pronunciations make understanding the podcasts easy. The recent broadcasts
are available as MP3 les.

Deutsche Welle - Diverse Topics in German News

This website from the German broadcaster, Deutsche Welle, is also available in
French. It contains many different reports and commentaries on current world events.
Subscribe to the podcasts from different categories to get regular updates or just download
individual episodes.

France Info - News

As a radio broadcaster that focusses on news and informative reporting, France Info
is a great resource for improving your language skills. The articles available as
podcasts are alphabetically organised.
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France Inter - News Broadcasts

France Inter provides all of its interesting reports in the form of podcasts as well. A
clear navigation allows you to nd exactly what you're looking for.

RTL France - Listen to the Radio

This private radio broadcaster makes all of its shows available as podcasts or in MP3
format! An easy-to-use navigation with a lter for date and topic will allow you to
nd what you're looking for quickly.

